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10  MANIA® Fitness Pro Conventions

DC MANIA®
February

DALLAS MANIA®
August

CALIFORNIA MANIA®
March

FLORIDA MANIA®
May

ATLANTA MANIA®
July

MIDWEST MANIA®
October

BOSTON MANIA®
December

LIVE STREAM MANIA®
April/ June / Sept 
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SCW  OnDemand is an 
extensive premium video 

subscription service that puts 

instant access to over 500 

unique workouts right at your 

fingertips, 24/7. Available on 

your computer or mobile 

device, this exciting collection 
grows every MANIA as our 

sessions are filmed live with the 

top Fitness Industry Presenters.

www.scwfit.com/OnDemand

SCW
OnDemand

Always On.
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SCW  CEC Online Video Courses 
allows you to gain continuing 
education credits (CECs) while 
broadening your fitness 
skills. Accepted by SCW, ACE, 
AFAA , NASM , ACSM , AEA , NFPT 
and other organizations, these 
courses include 24/7 streaming 
videos (filmed live at 
conventions), power point 
presentations, exams and 
downloadable certificates of 
completion.
www.scwfit.com/CECs

Online CEC
Videos

Earn CECs at Home.
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Lights

Camera
Action

Virtual 
Training

Certification
Enjoy this one-of-a-kind educational series on how to 
successfully run a virtual Group Ex class, Personal 
Training session and progressive program. Everything 
from start-up to sign off will be addressed to take your 
training to the next level. 

www.scwfit.com/virtualtraining
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www.TrainWithTheTrainers.com

We’re bringing the world’s finest trainers directly 
to you by offering real-time classes at only $10 
each through zoom. Get top notch training and 
the best fitness education the industry has to 
offer without even leaving your home.

www.TrainWithTheTrainers.com
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Aqua Yoga
Fired-Up Flow

BY: CONNIE MARTIN
INTERNATIONAL AQUATIC FITNESS SPECIALIST E: CONNIEMARTINFITNESS@YAHOO.COM
INTERNATIONAL PRESENTER FB: CONNIE MARTIN
AFAA, ACE, NASM, ACSM, & AEA CEC PROVIDER FB: & IG: @CONNIEMARTINFIT4LIFE
SPEEDO-LIFE TIME WTRX TRAINER CELL: 630-486-0862



Session Agenda

v How does F.I.R.E. create a strong core and greater lower body stability and 
mobility by using yoga flowing  movements?

How does continuous movement with exercise within yoga positions help to stoke 
your internal F.I.R.E.?

v Focus, Intensity, Repetition, Energy

vLow-impact movements & Multi-joint movements…
a joint would be able to move in all planes and directions permitted to that joint.

v Core, and Lower Body Muscles are activated by using Stability and Mobility in a 
seated, or sometimes standing asana positions. 

@conniemartinfit4life                                                                                                     conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



Individual Effort Options

u Pick a number 1-10, a personal scale of how hard you want to work 
today. 1 is the easiest, 10 is the hardest and breathless. Take a scan of 
your body, take notice of strengths and weaknesses today.

u Rate of Perceived Exertion-scale of 1-10, choose the intensity level that’s 
just right for you.

u Your number can change during the class workout. 

u Ask class to shout out their number they felt best at today.

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com                                                                                                @conniemartinfit4life                                                   



Aqua Yoga 
Fired-Up Flow

uJoin Connie in a refreshing water 
workout that lengthens and 
strengthens musculature using 
yoga positions in a continuous 
flow of movement in the pool.  
Reap the benefits of yoga asanas 
as get your yin and yang, cardio, 
flexibility, balance, and range of 
motion to improve your body and 
refresh your mind-body.



“
”

Where yoga meets and
marries the water.

FEEL THE BURN?        FEEL THE F.I.R.E.      FEEL THE FIRED-UP FLOW!

Asanas in water create a unique mind-body experience.

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



Agenda

u Welcome! Introduction: 

u Gratitude to You participants, My Mentor, SCW, My Members…

u Let’s explore the definitions, basic language, and principles of Aqua 
Yoga in a Vinyasa Flow format and gain insight to incorporating aqua 
yoga in your instruction for your water fitness class.

u Provide unique combos of flowing choreography and energetic music 
to deliver results.

u Music- Power Music Now App

u Equipment- Aqua Noodle

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



YOGA 
BEGINNINGS:

A LITTLE 
BACKGROUND

v Yoga, which in Sanskrit translates 
to yoke, union, or discipline, has 
persevered for over 3,000 years. 
We mainly focus on how we 
interpret yoga today-as a 
workout that tones your muscles, 
calms your mind, and 
strengthens your spirit.

v When you feel good about 
yourself, that positive energy 
translates throughout the rest of 
your life.

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



Discovering 
yoga’s mind and 
body benefits 
includes setting 
your intention for 
practice.

u“The better you 
know yourself, the 
more apt you are to 
have control over 
your actions, 
thoughts, and 
emotions.” 

v Trying to be at one with our 
minds, bodies, and souls. 

v Calm your mind and steady 
your focus.

v A physical practice in the 
water, and if dedicated 
enough, it can become a way 
of life.

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



BASIC YOGA DEFINITIONS

u Asanas: the body positions, or poses, in 
your yoga practice that can be 
modified or related to in the water.

u Pranayama: is the practice of 
controlling your breathing –Prana 
translates as energy or life force, while
ayana means restraint or control.

u Vinyasa Flow: This workout has you 
moving continuously from pose to pose 
using inhalations and exhalations 
during movement. The pace, poses, 
and sequences vary, but your muscles 
will constantly be challenged in new 
ways, which burns extra calories.

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



Aqua Yoga F.I.R.E.’d -Up Flow

v How does F.I.R.E. create a strong core and greater lower body stability and 
strength by dancing movements?

v How does continuous movement with yoga postures stoke your internal F.I.R.E.?

v Focus, Intensity, Repetition, Energy

vLow-impact movements & Multi-joint movements…
a joint would be able to move in all planes and directions permitted to that joint.

v Core, and Lower Body Muscles are activated by using Stability and Mobility in a  
standing or seated positions in the water. 

@conniemartinfit4life                                                                                                     conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



Intensity - Individual Effort Options

u Pick a number 1-10, a personal scale of how hard you want to work today. 1 is 
the easiest, 10 is the hardest and breathless. Take a scan of your body, take 
notice of strengths and weaknesses today.

u Rate of Perceived Exertion-scale of 1-10, choose the intensity level that’s just 
right for you.

u Your number can change during the class workout. 

u Ask class to shout out their number they felt best at today.

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com                                                                                                @conniemartinfit4life



Aqua Yoga Flowing Movement- Benefits to the Soul 

u Aqua yoga can create a shift in perspective that can be extremely spiritual. 
u It reminds us that we are the captains of our own ships and that we possess all the tools we need 

to build the best versions of ourselves.
u Encourage your participants to keep practicing!
u Some days it feels amazing and on others it feels like you are not successful, but the result after 

practice is always the same – feeling happy, serene, and full of soul. 
u Use aqua yoga flow as a way to always find the silver lining! 
u Deep breaths, solid postures, and a sense of commitment will always get you there.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com

https://www.flickr.com/photos/kirt_edblom/28844208168/in/pool-89888984@N00
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Prepare for Class and Life-
Tips To Stay Positive and Have Fun!

u The next time you find yourself confronted with a situation that makes 
you irritable, take a deep, cleansing breath and give yourself a 
minute to stop and assess.

u What’s really going on? Try not to be quick to react and judge. 
u Find a sliver of positive in even the most frustrating situations. 
u See the Big Picture.
u And Keep mindful breathing!
u “Letting go physically encourages the mind to do the same…when we 

give the body support, that feeling can spill over into our emotional 
well-being,” says Judith Hanson Lasater, PhD.

- author of Relax and Renew: Restful Yoga for Stressful Times.
conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



Benefits to the Body – A Wellness Program

o Lose weight

o Decrease their body fat percentage

o Lower blood pressure/increase blood 
flow

o Increase flexibility & balance

o Increase core strength

o Increase joint stability

o Brings attention to breath/focus

o Helps coping with stresses in life

o Improve overall quality of life

u This kind of practice leads to a 
leaner, longer, more graceful 
body that shows strength, without 
bulk. (Muscles burn more than fat)

u Aqua yoga creates endurance 
and confidence, both physically, 
and mentally.

u There is a variation for every 
pose…endless creative postures, 
new transitions that take your 
workout to the next level using 
water resistance.

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



Common Basic Yoga Asanas in the Pool

Warrior I, 
II, & III

Reverse 
Warrior

King 
Dancer 
Pose

Mountain 
and 

Chair

Tree

Triangle Boat Plank & 
Side Plank

Crescent Corpse

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



Keys to an 
Effective Practice

Just Breathe!
Yoga won’t do you much 
good if you hold your 
breathe through each pose.

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



Ancient Yogis / Modern Science

uYour nostil breath has a direct influence on your nervous system. 

uAncient yogis figured out how to harness it for maximum benefit.

uModern science confirms it.  How does the simple intake of air impart all these benefits?

uControlled breathing has a host of health benefits- Lowering blood pressure, reducing 
panic attacks, allows you to stay focused and deal with it…, even minimizing asthma –
according to studies presented at the American Psychosomatic Society Conference. 

u Slow, deep breathing can restore balance in your nervous system, which is impaired by 
several cardio issues and stress-related problems.

- Herbert Benson, MD., Harvard University

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



Aqua Yoga Fired-Up Flow Class Format

Welcome, Intro., 
Warm-Up (5-8 mins)
§ Mind- Body Connection-

Taking deep breaths

§ Active Movement in Sagittal 
plane first

§ Postural Alignment Coaching-
Finding Mountain Pose

§ Exhaling on the Exertion, 
Inhale to prepare to move

§ Driving Vinyasa Flow through 
Water

Body of Workout 
(30-40 mins)
• Planes of Motion- SAGGITAL, 

FRONTAL, TRANSVERSE.

• Cardiovascular Utilization

• Major muscle groups worked

• Uni-Lateral and Bi-lateral 
Movements

• Prone vs. Supine Movements

§ R.O.M.

§ Multi-directional Movements

Active Recovery 
Transitions (5-8 mins)
§ Moving Stretches (listen to your 

body)

§ Mind-Calming Cueing

• Deep Breaths

• Corpse Pose with Noodle

• Invitation to Return to Class 
and Bring a Friend

• Encourage continuation of 
yoga and aqua yoga practice

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



Choreography and Cueing

u Provide unique or new combos of choreography focusing on upper and lower body 
movements in all three planes of motion.

u Keep verbal and non-verbal cueing simple, repetitive, and add lots of personality. 

u Add progressions and lots of regressions to help keep everyone engaged and feel 
inclusive.

u Welcome everyone back to class with a see you soon, I’ll be here- “Pandemic Hug!” 
Special eye-contact and supportive comments to everyone!

conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com



Connie Martin, M.A.
Cell: 630-486-0862
Email: conniemartinfitness@yahoo.com
Email: conniemartinpcwarquilts@yahoo.com
Fb: Connie Martin 
Fb: @conniemartinfit4life “Ignite your core in the pool environment”

IG: @conniemartinfit4life                                                                                                    

Aqua Yoga 
Fired-Up Flow

THANK YOU!



NOTES:


